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Assistive Technologies for Communication and Independence

Product Spotlight: Switchamajig IR
Touch a button in the iOS app and the Switchamajig IR sends out a signal to change the
channel on the TV, choose a movie on your cable box, or send instructions to an
environmental control system. Support for thousands of devices is built-in, and you
can learn new commands to control anything that comes with an IR remote.
The iOS app adapts to your needs. Change things around so you can control your
world easily. Change the button size, color, and position. Add images or icons. Spread them out over
several screens. Record audio for each button. Use switch scanning if you prefer. It's all up to you.
The Switchamajig uses Wi-Fi to interface with infrared and radio
frequency transmitters. Beyond commercial devices with built-in
infrared, you can install home environmental control systems that
accept infrared inputs. With our accessible power outlet that uses
INSTEON IRLinc signals, you can control lights and appliances all
over your house. The system can control sprinklers and
thermostats, and even open and close the garage door.

New iOS and Android products section
In addition to our lines of augmentative and alternative communication systems
and other assistive technologies, we now offer products for Apple iOS and
Google Android operating systems. Look for our new AAC aids, alternate access
products, and environmental control systems in this AT category.

ZyBox for iOS

switch adapter for iOS devices

Production units of the ZyBox for iOS are shipping. We have special pricing for demo units for
dealers, AT centers, and evaluation sites so ask us if you are eligible for discount pricing.
The ZyBox for iOS is a simple way to use control switches to
operate your iPad or other iOS device. Connect the ZyBox for iOS
to your iPad using the 30-pin or Lightning dock connector, snap in
one, two, or up to six control switches with 3.5 mm plugs, and you
have access to the entire iPad and any or all apps that are
compatible with the iOS Voice Over (VO) commands.

pererro iOS switch interface
pererro is an advanced switch input adapter that lets you use control
switches to operate iOS devices.
Using a single switch and the embedded Voice Over capabilities in
iOS, you are able to scan through items on the screen and make
selections, including entering text. It really is that easy.
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Accessible Power Outlet
Add this to your home automation wish list. This outlet provides fast, reliable On/Off control of
power outlets for lamps and other electric appliances. Add additional outlets for each electrical
appliance you want to operate.
When used with a Primo!, Control Prog, or Switchamajig IR infrared
transmitter, the IRLinc receiver converts IR signals to INSTEON RF, letting
you control the world around you. Plug in a lamp or fan, and leave it on.
Sending signals to the power outlet will start or stop the item that is
plugged into it.
Add as many outlets to your building as devices you need to control.

Environmental Control using The Grid 2
The Grid 2.9 delivers improved functionality for
Environment Control, making it much easier to use.
Paramount to the new system, your grids state what
you want to do (for example, turn on the TV) and your
computer stores the information about how to do this.
Demonstration (trial) copies of The Grid 2 can now be
downloaded and installed from the internet. Go to
http://installers.sensorysoftware.com/the-grid-2, choose the link for the language you need, and
follow the prompts. Trial is good for 60 days from installation. Let us know if you need a CD instead.

Demo products and literature
All of our products are available to dealers, SLP’s, and AT Centers for evaluation demonstrations. We
have special pricing so you can add our products to your tool box or lending library. And let us know
if you need any catalogs, or other product literature to hand out.
If you have any questions or need any support for our products, please
contact me at Adam@zygo-usa.com, or by phone at (888) 321-6006, or any
of our Customer Support representatives at zygo@zygo-usa.com,
support@zygo-usa.com, or (800) 234-6006.

Partnerships in Assistive Technology
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